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										Mixer Grinder									
								

							

						
					
							
								
									
							  
							  
							  							  
								
								    								    
								    	
								    									Vidiem TUSKER 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 14,990   ₹ 23,711

									 
									[image: ]
																		
									
																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER PRO ADC 1000W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 9,990   ₹ 15,802
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    								    	
								    		
								    									Vidiem VSTAR ADC 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 9,190   ₹ 14,537
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR ADC AZURE BLUE 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 9,190   ₹ 14,537
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR ADC BRONZE 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 9,190   ₹ 14,537
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVO ADC 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 8,590   ₹ 13,690
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem ADC Blu

									₹ 8,550   ₹ 13,525
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem METALLICA BRONZE 1000W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 7,990   ₹ 12,481
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVA ADC 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 7,990   ₹ 12,639
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem METALLICA STEEL 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER PRO 1000W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR PREMIUM 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 6,490   ₹ 10,266
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR ROSE 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR EVO PLUS 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,490   ₹ 8,684
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR CHROME 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,890   ₹ 7,735
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR EVO 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,490   ₹ 7,102
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR SKY 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,090   ₹ 6,890
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR SKY 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,990   ₹ 6,690
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVA PREMIUM 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,690   ₹ 9,001
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVA ROSE 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,690   ₹ 7,419
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVA NERO 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,490   ₹ 7,102
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VISION PLUS 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,490   ₹ 6,990
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVA CITRON 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,390   ₹ 6,944
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVA CARBON 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 4,290   ₹ 6,786
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VISION 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,990   ₹ 6,311
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem ASTER 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,990   ₹ 6,490
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem BLUEMIST 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,899   ₹ 6,390
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VISION 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,790   ₹ 5,995
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem LILY 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,590   ₹ 6,190
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,890   ₹ 6,153
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR GREEN 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,190   ₹ 5,182
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR ORANGE 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,190   ₹ 5,182
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR GREY 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,190   ₹ 5,182
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR 600W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 2,690   ₹ 4,345
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem IVY PLUS 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,490   ₹ 8,684
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VECTOR PREMIUM 750W

									₹ 5,270   ₹ 8,684
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem SUPER BLU 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,190   ₹ 8,210
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VECTOR SJ 750W

									₹ 4,022   ₹ 5,900
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VEER 600W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,999   ₹ 6,326
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VECTOR SS 750W

									₹ 3,830   ₹ 5,590
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem LIMA 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 2,990   ₹ 4,730
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
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										Gas Stoves									
								

							

						
					
							
								
									
							  
							  
							  							  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VOGUE 4-Burner Gas Cooktop

									₹ 18,990   ₹ 31,305
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VOGUE 3-Burner Gas Cooktop

									₹ 16,990   ₹ 27,825
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 14,990   ₹ 23,711
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER 4Burner ZZ Gas Stove

									₹ 14,990   ₹ 23,711
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 4Burner ZZ Gas Stove

									₹ 11,990   ₹ 18,966
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 11,990   ₹ 18,966
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 10,990   ₹ 17,384
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR SILVER 4Burner - Auto Ignition Gas Stove

									₹ 10,490   ₹ 16,593
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 9,990   ₹ 15,802
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR GOLD 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 9,190   ₹ 14,220
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR SILVER 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 8,990   ₹ 14,221
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR PLUS 3Burner - Auto Ignition Gas Stove

									₹ 8,690   ₹ 14,221
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR PLUS 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,990   ₹ 13,980
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR SILVER 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,850   ₹ 12,417
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR ORO 3B Gas Stove - With Active Ceramic Burner

									₹ 7,590   ₹ 12,006
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,390   ₹ 11,690
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR STILE PLUS 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,190   ₹ 11,373
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR PLUS 2Burner - Auto Ignition Gas Stove

									₹ 6,690   ₹ 12,190
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR PRIDE 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 6,490   ₹ 10,266
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 6,490   ₹ 10,266
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem Air Plus 2 Burner

									₹ 6,090   ₹ 10,980
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR STILE PLUS 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR PRIDE 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 5,590   ₹ 8,842
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VECTOR NERO 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 5,490   ₹ 8,684
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VECTOR PLUS 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 5,290   ₹ 8,368
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem AIR PRIDE 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 3,790   ₹ 5,995
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VECTOR NERO 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 3,690   ₹ 5,837
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA PRO SS 3Burner 

									₹ 6,990   ₹ 11,059
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA PRO 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 6,890   ₹ 10,899
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA SS 3burner Gas Stove

									₹ 6,790   ₹ 10,741
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 6,490   ₹ 10,266
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA PRO 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 4,990   ₹ 7,893
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA SS 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 4,690   ₹ 7,893
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 4,490   ₹ 7,102
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VIVA SKY 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 4,090   ₹ 6,470
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																		Out of Stock
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EDGE PRO 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 8,990   ₹ 14,221
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EDGE PRO 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,990   ₹ 12,639
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EDGE SHINE 3Burner Gas stove

									₹ 6,990   ₹ 11,057
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EDGE SHINE 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 5,190   ₹ 8,210
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR JUMBO 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 4,890   ₹ 7,735
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 4,490   ₹ 7,347
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR JUMBO 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 2,990   ₹ 4,893
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 2,690   ₹ 4,402
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VERA 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 8,990   ₹ 14,221
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem Curve 3Burner

									₹ 8,690   ₹ 13,745
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem SS SLEEK 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,790   ₹ 12,322
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem SATIN 3 Burner GAS STOVE

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VANTAGE 3B

									₹ 5,390   ₹ 8,890
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VANTAGE 2B

									₹ 3,890   ₹ 6,390
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VEER 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 5,190   ₹ 8,210
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
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										Table Top  Grinders									
								

							

						
					
							
								
									
							  
							  
							  							  
								
								    								    	
								    		
									  									Vidiem IRIS ADC - ST FOOD PROCESSOR

									₹ 10,190   ₹ 16,119
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem JEWEL ST TABLE TOP WET GRINDER

									₹ 8,190   ₹ 12,995
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem GARNET PLUS TABLE TOP WET GRINDER

									₹ 6,790   ₹ 10,741
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem CARBON ST TABLE TOP WET GRINDER

									₹ 6,390   ₹ 10,108
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TOPAZ TABLE TOP WET GRINDER

									₹ 5,590   ₹ 8,842
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VISION ST TABLE TOP WET GRINDER

									₹ 5,190   ₹ 8,210
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										Electric Kettle									
								

							

						
					
							
								
									
							  
							  
							  							  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER 1.5 Ltr Electric Kettle

									₹ 1,990   ₹ 3,464
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem CHROME 1.8 Ltr Electric Kettle

									₹ 1,590   ₹ 2,768
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																		Vidiem SMART 0.8 Ltr Electric Kettle

									₹ 1,490   ₹ 2,610
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																		Vidiem Zap Premium - Azure Blue 1.8 Ltr

									₹ 1,099   ₹ 1,739
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																		Vidiem Zap Premium - Bronze Gold 1.8 Ltr

									₹ 1,099   ₹ 1,739
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																		Vidiem Zap Premium - Midnight Black 1.8 Ltr

									₹ 1,099   ₹ 1,739
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																		Vidiem ZAP 1.8 Ltr Electric Kettle

									₹ 899   ₹ 1,422
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										Utensils									
								

							

						
					
							
								
									
							  
							  
							  							  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem Tristar Kadai 3.2 Ltr

									₹ 2,250   ₹ 3,559
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																		Vidiem Tristar Casserole 2.5 Ltr

									₹ 1,990   ₹ 3,148
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																		Vidiem Idly Pot

									₹ 1,590   ₹ 2,515
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										Accessories									
								

							

						
					
							
								
									
							  
							  
							  							  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem Exclusive Personal Blender for Vidiem Range of Mixer Grinders

									₹ 999   ₹ 1,299
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					Our Latest Home Collections

				

				
					


					

					
												  	
							Mixer Grinder
							
	
							Gas Stoves
							
	
							Table Top  Grinders
							
	
							Electric Kettle
							
	
							Accessories
							
	
							Utensils
							


				

				
					
					
					   
					
						
						
							
								
									
									
										Mixer Grinder									
								

							

						
					
							
								
									
							  
							  
							  							  
								
								    								    	
								    		
								    									Vidiem TUSKER 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 14,990   ₹ 23,711
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER PRO ADC 1000W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 9,990   ₹ 15,802
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR ADC AZURE BLUE 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 9,190   ₹ 14,537
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VSTAR ADC BRONZE 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 9,190   ₹ 14,537
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem ADC Blu

									₹ 8,550   ₹ 13,525
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem METALLICA BRONZE 1000W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 7,990   ₹ 12,481
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EVA ADC 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 7,990   ₹ 12,639
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem METALLICA STEEL 750W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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																		Buy Now
																		

									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem TUSKER PRO 1000W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VICTOR 600W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 2,690   ₹ 4,345
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VEER 600W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 3,999   ₹ 6,326
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem LIMA 650W MIXER GRINDER

									₹ 2,990   ₹ 4,730
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																		Vidiem VOGUE 4-Burner Gas Cooktop

									₹ 18,990   ₹ 31,305
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem VOGUE 3-Burner Gas Cooktop

									₹ 16,990   ₹ 27,825
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																		Vidiem TUSKER 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 14,990   ₹ 23,711
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																		Vidiem TUSKER 4Burner ZZ Gas Stove

									₹ 14,990   ₹ 23,711
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																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 4Burner ZZ Gas Stove

									₹ 11,990   ₹ 18,966
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																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 11,990   ₹ 18,966
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																		Vidiem TUSKER 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 10,990   ₹ 17,384
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																		Vidiem AIR SILVER 4Burner - Auto Ignition Gas Stove

									₹ 10,490   ₹ 16,593
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																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 9,990   ₹ 15,802
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																		Vidiem AIR GOLD 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 9,190   ₹ 14,220
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																		Vidiem AIR SILVER 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 8,990   ₹ 14,221
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																		Vidiem TUSKER 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,390   ₹ 11,690
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																		Vidiem TUSKER GOLD 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 6,490   ₹ 10,266
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																		Vidiem VIVA PRO SS 3Burner 

									₹ 6,990   ₹ 11,059
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																		Vidiem VIVA PRO 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 6,890   ₹ 10,899
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																		Vidiem VIVA PRO 2Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 4,990   ₹ 7,893
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																		Vidiem EDGE PRO 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 8,990   ₹ 14,221
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem EDGE PRO 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,990   ₹ 12,639
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																		Vidiem VERA 4Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 8,990   ₹ 14,221
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem Curve 3Burner

									₹ 8,690   ₹ 13,745
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem SS SLEEK 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 7,790   ₹ 12,322
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									 Add to Compare									
								

								
															  
								
								    									
									
																		Vidiem SATIN 3 Burner GAS STOVE

									₹ 5,990   ₹ 9,475
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																		Vidiem VEER 3Burner Gas Stove

									₹ 5,190   ₹ 8,210
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									₹ 10,190   ₹ 16,119
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																		Vidiem CARBON ST TABLE TOP WET GRINDER

									₹ 6,390   ₹ 10,108
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																		Vidiem VISION ST TABLE TOP WET GRINDER

									₹ 5,190   ₹ 8,210
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																		Vidiem TUSKER 1.5 Ltr Electric Kettle

									₹ 1,990   ₹ 3,464
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																		Vidiem CHROME 1.8 Ltr Electric Kettle

									₹ 1,590   ₹ 2,768
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																		Vidiem SMART 0.8 Ltr Electric Kettle

									₹ 1,490   ₹ 2,610
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									₹ 1,099   ₹ 1,739
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																		Vidiem Zap Premium - Bronze Gold 1.8 Ltr

									₹ 1,099   ₹ 1,739
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																		Vidiem Zap Premium - Midnight Black 1.8 Ltr

									₹ 1,099   ₹ 1,739
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																		Vidiem ZAP 1.8 Ltr Electric Kettle
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																		Vidiem Exclusive Personal Blender for Vidiem Range of Mixer Grinders

									₹ 999   ₹ 1,299
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					Know your vidiem

					Change
the way you cook with Vidiem’s range of innovative products.

				

				
					
						Watch on Youtube 
					

				

			

							
									
					
					
					 
					 
					 
					 						
						   
								
									
										VIDIEM TUSKER

										
VIDIEM TUSKER GOLD AND STEEL
Vidiem Tusker Gold and Steel Glass CookTop,3 Burner Gas Stove with One Jumbo Burner, One Medium Burner & One Small Burner.




Know More
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										VIDIEM TUSKER

										
Vidiem TUSKER THE MULTI TASKER
Mixing, Grinding, Grating, Crushing, Juicing, Blending, Liquidizing, Extracting, Thick & Thin Slicing, Chopping, Mincing, Coconut Grating, Atta Kneading & Citrus Juicing.

Know More
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										VIDIEM IRIS ADC

										
VIDIEM IRIS ADC - Your All Day Companion.
 2 Litre Stainless Steel Multi Chef with Polycarbonate Lid.

Grinding, Grating, Thick & Thin Slicing, Coconut Scrapping, Atta Kneading & Citrus Juicing.

Know More
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										VIDIEM VSTAR PREMIUM

										
VIDIEM VSTAR PREMIUM – 5 cool features, 5 different Jars & 5 year warranty on Motor.

750 Watts ARIA Cool Tec Motor, Self-Locking Jars,   Dynamically Balanced SS 304 Hardened Blades, Tri-Mate Nylon Couplers, Sturdy ABS  Chromed Handles & Switch Plate. 


Know More
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										VIDIEM AIR PLUS 3 BURNER

										
VIDIEM AIR PLUS 3 BURNER
Light as Air, Strong as Steel
Vidiem AIR Plus Frameless Glass Cooktop (Patent Pending) Extra Large Cooking Surface & Widely Spaced Burners to accommodate Large Vessels with Jumbo, Medium & Small Brass Burners.

Know More
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										Air Gold 3Burner

										
	Vidiem AIR Series Glass Cooktop – Light as Air, Strong as Steel, Extra Large Cooking Surface & Widely Spaced Burners to accommodate Large Vessels with Jumbo, Medium & Small Brass Burners.
	Thermally Treated Toughened 8mm Glass for Long Life, Heavy Duty Brass Burners & Mixing Tubes designed especially for Indian Cooking, Direct Flow Gas Tubes to eliminate Ant & Dust Blocks with Removable Spill Proof Drip Trays for easy cleaning.
	Precision Gas Valves for Safety & High Efficiency, Rustproof Vitreous Enameled Pan Supports with Sturdy Engineering Plastic Knobs.
	Lifetime Warranty on Glass and 5 Year Warranty on the Product. Every Vidiem Glass-top Stove undergoes stringent tests - Leak Test, Life Test, Load Test & Drop Test to provide you unchallenged Safety, Reliability, Durability & Performance.


Know More
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					Customer’s feedback

					
What our Customers say about our products  

					
                            
                                
                                    
									                                           
											Innovative products are always from Vidiem

                                                "Innovative products are always from Vidiem. The most trusted brand. Best companion of all homemakers!"

                                            Gurumurugan Subramanian

                                                Businessman
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											Mixie & gas stove super performance

                                                "Mixie & gas stove super performance, no chances to other companies"

                                            Sng Priya

                                                Businessman
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				    Support

					Need Service Support?
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						Register your complaint

						Submit your complaint online and our support team will get in touch with you
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						Whatsapp us your concerns

						Not able to register a complaint? No worries, just send us a message on Whatsapp
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						Visit our service centres

						Visit any of our nearest Service Centres or contact our Support Team
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					Contact Us

					No. 3/140, Old Mahabalipuram Road Oggiam, Thoraipakkam, Chennai - 600 097.

					044-6635 6635    /  
						77110 06635

					care@vidiem.in

					Payment Methods
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